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The Brief: SURF & SOUL MOROCCO  - Oualidia
To create a welcoming, light-filled, easy-to-maintain, and inexpensive Surf/Yoga bouIque - 2 bedrooms, 
bathroom, living area and kitchen - uIlizing exisIng furniture and layout. No structural work was possible due to 
budget restricIons for this stage. The interior needed to be cool and comfortable, fuss-free, easy to maintain and 
clean yet with an easy elegance as the bouIque stay is also rented as a private beach apartment.

The Vision:
As the budget was minimal for the makeover,  most of the exisIng living room furniture was uIlized and 
revamped. New maRresses, pillows and new bedlinen, were invested in to ensure opImal comfort for guests. 
The exisIng day lounges were re-covered in a sturdy natural calico linen, locally produced and easily washable. To 
create accents, old Moroccan blankets from the bedrooms were used to create cushions for the lounge area. The 
interior was completely re-painted in a blue-based, fresh white to allow the light-filled space to open up, as well 
as to keep it neutral and Imeless. 
Taking into consideraIon the strong terracoRa of the ceramic Iled floors, knocked-back beach whites and woods 
were employed to keep the space open and serene. PainIng walls to Ie in with the orange/terracoRa elements 
would have resulted in creaIng a “hoRer” feel to the space, a negaIve for a tranquil beach and yoga vibe.
The introducIon of local landscape and handcraW  elements, handmade raffia, white-washed wood and 
lightweight coRon texIles, coupled with tradiIonal Moroccan artefacts helped anchor the decor to achieve a 
modern Moroccan, come beachside laid-back feel.



A simple update with a coat of paint, taking away the old-
fashioned blue trims and doors and using a mid-strength 
grey and white combination for modern effect. The 
addition of new metal security gates in a contemporary 
circular design added to the cleaner silhouette.
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As the apartment was a rental, and budget was extremely 
limited all décor elements were recycled: repainted, 
recovered and re-positioned to create a light-filled space 
with an easy-going ambience. To completely open up the 
room the various coloured walls were repainted in cool 
white to breathe light and air into the space and offer a 
neutral backdrop to the whitewashed and handmade local 
wood and leather furniture.
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Before After

All plastic furniture was immediately disposed of. The 
existing daybeds were recovered in a homespun organic 
calico sourced from the village Souk, and the bases 
eventually white-washed. Original Berber blankets that 
were ready to be thrown out were cut up and sewn into 
cushion covers. Floating shelves were installed along the 
entry wall above hand-made leather and wood seats.

After
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The simple re-positioning of elements can completely change the 
look and feel of a space. By moving the old daybeds to the back 
and side walls, and freeing up the space under the window, a light 
filled eating area became apparent. The soft washed out colours of 
a cactus silk rug helped separate the spaces – yet keeping it all 
cohesive. A statement rattan pendant shade was employed to 
create a central focal point.
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A new table was purchased  as the old one was a plastic 
two-seater, and there was a strict no-plastic concern with 
the brief for an organic, sustainable surf stay. By simply 
changing the configuration of the existing furniture  -
placing the new table under the window which was hung 
with pre-made organza curtains to keep the look light and 
airy  - an entirely new vibe was bought into play.



Before

The headboards and frames were removed from the beds 
and the bases were used as simple supports to keep 
uniformity in the share rooms. New maRresses were 
purchased as a necessary investment. Vintage Moroccan 
rugs were scoured from a local seller to keep costs down 
and money was invested in linens and blankets to maintain 
standards. Simple beach-inspired elements, were used as 
decoraIon to warm up the minimal lines. 



The heavy old furniture was donated to local families. Simple 
bed frames that could be used to create single, double and 
triple beds for  offered versaIlity for the surf stay, and a clean 
easy vibe. The built-in wardrobe in the main bedroom was 
refiRed with wood shelving, and instead of expensive doors, 
inexpensive ready-made white curtains were uIlised creaIng a 
sense of cohesion throughout the apartment. Natural raffia 
light fi\ngs soWened the effect and worked back with a vintage 
Moroccan rug.

Before After



The Budget:
2,000€ (incl. work and finishings – in Morocco)

The Work:
• Interior walls, ceiling and all frames painted in a cool, fresh white. 
• Outdoor trims, shutters, focal points etc were painted in a soft mid grey
• Handmade raffia light fittings installed (various styles were chosen to create different 

focal points in each room, yet to continue the same beach, organic feel)
• Powerpoints were changed to update the apartment at minimal cost
• Re-furbished furniture – with lounges covered  in natural weave calico,
• Bed bases and old lounge frames were stripped back and white-washed
• Pre-made white curtains from supermarkets were used for windows and wardrobes 

to soften look and diffuse light
• Pre-made white-washed floating shelves were installed to create a focal point without being intrusive
• New mattresses, pillows and bed linen were purchased to ensure optimal comfort and hygiene

Purchased: Dining room table (200€ - on sale), 5 x raffia lights (85€), 6 x mattresses (360€), bedlinen – pillows, 
sheets, duvets etc. (325€), 3 shelves (75€), Flat screen TV (200€)  5 x Curtains (49.95€) Work incl. painting, 
sewing,  electrical work etc. (275€) Mirrors (42€) Baskets (30€) raffia stools & ladders (65€) Rug (90 €) Power 
points and light switches (48 €)

TOTAL – 1,936.00€  
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